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1. INTRODUCTION 

Approximately one in nine women will develop breast can
cer in her lifetime, and of these cancers. approximately 30% 
will be fatal [1, 2]. Currently, severa1 clinical methods are 
used in breast cancer screening and diagnosis [3, 4]. The most 
common, and arguably the most effective screening technique 
at this time is X-ray mammography. X-ray mammography, 
however, has a ~22% false negative rate in women under 50 
[5]. and sometimes it cannot accurately distinguish bet,veen 
benign and malignant rumors [6]. X-ray mammography has 
been shown in recent studies to have lower sensitivity in 
pre-menopausal women [4J and to be of limited c1inical value 
for women under 35 years of age [7]. Furthermore, increased 
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mammographic density can arise in some post-menopausal 
women. for example, due to hom1one replacement therapy [8] 
or cyclically during the menstrual cycle of younger women 
[9]. These effects reduce the effectiveness of mammographic 
screening. Techniques such as ultrasound and magnetic reso
nance imaging (MRI) are sometimes used in addition to X
ray mammography, but they have limitations such as high 
cost. low throughput, limited specificity (MRI), and low sen
sitivity (ultrasound). Thus it remains desirable to detect can
cers earlier for treatment 110, 11}, to detect cancers missed 
by mammography [12-14}. and to add specificity to the 
mix because the majority of invasive follow-up procedures 
(e.g., surgical biopsies) are performed on normal or benign 
tissue [15]. 
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Near-infrared (NIR) diffuse optical tomography (DOT) and 
spectroscopy (DOS) are diagnostic tools that rely on func
tional processes for contrast. These techniques provlde sev
eral unique measurable parameters with the potential to en
hance breast tumor sensitivity and specificity. They utilize 
non-ionizing radiation, they are noninvasive, and they are of
ten technologically simple and fast. DOT and DOS are attrac
tive for applications that require frequent monitoring of physi
ological parameters. for example for monitoring cancer thera
pies. Finally, their utility is not limited to older women, which 
is the case with X-ray mammography. 

Diffuse optical tomography and spectroscopy measure tis
sue optical absorption coefficients, which, in turn, provide 
access to blood dynamics, total hemoglobin concentration 
(THC), tissue blood oxygen saturation (St02), and water 
(H20) and lipid content. These tissue properties are of
ten substantially different in rapidly growing tumors com
pared to normal tissues. For example, high concentrations 
of hemoglobin with low oxygen saturation are suggestive of 
rapidly growing tumors [16-19] due to their high metabolic 
demand and, sometimes, poor perfusion. Angiogenesis in tu
mors (quantifiable by THC) is an independent prognostic in
dicator [ 19], and the oxygenation status of tumors is known 
to have a close relationship with treatment efficacy [20]. 
In a different vein, an overall increase in organelle popula
tion due to proliferation of cancer cells may lead to an in
crease of optical scattering coefficients for the tumor. Nu
clei and mitochondria are major contributors to optical scat
tering coefficients [2 l l as well as collagen in the extracel
lular matrix [22]. Finally, optical absorption, fluorescence. 
and scattering of exogenous contrast agents that occupy vas
cular and extravascular space also provide useful forms of 
sensitization. 

Diffuse optical tomography and spectroscopy utilize pho
tons in the near-infrared spectral window of 600-1000 nm, 
wherein photon transport in tissue is dominated by scattering 
rather than absorption. Photons experience multiple scatter
ing events as they propagate deeply into tissue (up to ~ 10 
cm)., The primary chromophores in this spectral window are 
oxygenated hemoglobin (HbO2 ), deoxygenated hemoglobin 
(Hb), water and lipid, each with a distinct spectrum. Accurate 
retrieval of tissue properties based on diffuse optical measure
ments requires that absorption and scattering be decoupled. 
A light transport model based on the diffusion approximation 
[23] is widely used to describe photon propagation through 
tissues in the NIR. Optical measurements at multiple source
detector positions on the tissue surfaces can be used with this 
model to reconstruct the internal distribution of the absorp
tion coefficient (µa) and the reduced scattering coefficient 
(µ;) in three-dimensions (3D). Physiological images of to
tal hemoglobin concentration, blood oxygenation, water, and 
lipid are then derived from this information. Thus far, DOT 
and DOS have generated a great deal of scientific interest 
and have been applied in a variety of deep-tissue contexts in
cluding breast cancer imaging [24-40], brain functional spec-

troscopy and imaging [41-54]. muscle functional studies [55-
67], photodynamic therapy [68, 69], and radiation therapy 
monitoring l70]. 

The use of light to detect tumors in the breast was first pro
posed by Cutler in 1929 [71]. Cutler aimed to distinguish be
tween solid tumors and cysts in the breast, but found it difficult 
to produce the necessary light intensity without exposing the 
patient's skin to extreme heat. In the early l 980's, however, 
essentially the same class of transillumination measurement 
was renewed [6, 72-81] using light in regions of low tissue 
absorption (i.e., 600 nm to 1300 nm). Unfortunately the high 
degree of breast tissue scattering distorted spectroscopic 111-
formation and blurred optical images as a result of the large 
distribution of photon pathways through the tissue. The math
ematical modeling of light transport in tissues had not been 
developed sufficiently for optical tomography to be readily 
employed. 

As a result of numerous scientific and technological ad
vances in tissue optics since 1990. optical mammography now 
appears feasible with levels of specificity and resolution su
perior to early work. The most critical advance in the field of 
photon migration has been the recognition and widespread ac
ceptance that light transport over long distances in tissues is 
well approximated as a diffusive process [82-84]. Using this 
physical model, it is possible to quantitatively separate tissue 
scattering from tissue absorption and to accurately incorpo
rate the influence of boundaries, such as the air-tissue inter
face, into the transport theory [85, 86]. Waves of diffuse light 
energy density {87] or their time-domain analogs [85, 88-90] 
propagate deeply in tissues (e.g.~ 10 cm) and obey rules such 
as refraction [91], diffraction [92, 93], interference [94], and 
dispersion [95, 96] as they encounter variations in tissue prop
erties. The separation of scattering and absorption afforded 
by the diffusion approximation has led to new, quantitative 
investigations about the average concentrations of molecular 
species in a variety of highly scattering media [85, 96- l04]. 

During the last few years, scientists in the field have be
gun to experimentally revisit the problem of optical mammog
raphy armed with these new ideas and approaches. Experi
menters have begun to exploit the full possibilities of the to
mographic approach with emphasis on clinical measurements. 
The photon migration community, especially in breast cancer 
imaging, is now poised to identify and characterize tumor con
trast. Photon migration breast cancer research is evolving to
ward better quantification (3D imaging with multiple source 
detector positions), extensive exploration of physiological pa
rameters (via multiple wavelength spectroscopy, and correla
tion with histo-pathology [28, l05, l06]), co-registration with 
other imaging modalities, and therapy monitoring. 

In this chapter, the theory and instrumentation of DOT will 
be briefly outlined. Then some clinical results connected with 
the breast cancer application will be discussed, including: ( l) 
bulk optical/physiological properties of healthy breasts, (2) 
three-dimensional reconstructed breast cancer imaging based 
on endogenous contrast, (3) optical detection of blood flow in 



reast cancer, (4) neoadjuvant chemotherapy monitoring, (5) 
11aging based on exogenous contrast (a step toward molec
lar imaging). and (6) co-registration with other imaging 
aodalities. 

The aim of this chapter is to provide a snapshot of the field. 
t is not intended as a comprehensive review of the field, and 
eaders are encouraged to read other review articles [45, 84, 
07, 108} as well as the primary publications to gain a full 
ierspective. 

. THEORY 

2.1. Photon Propagation 

fhe propagation of photons through turbid media such as tis
me is often described by the Boltzman transport equation 
109, 1 IO], but solutions of the Boltzman equation are com

Jutationally intensive and time consuming. Fortunately, for 
11ost DOT applications, the Boltzman transport equation is 
well approximated by the photon diffusion equation. A clear 
jerivation of the photon diffusion equation from the transport 
equation is given in reference I 1 J J ]. Here we adopt the photon 
diffusion equation as our starting point. The photon diffusion 
equation has the following form: 

v · (D(r)V<t>(r, t)) 
I act>(r, t) 

µ a(r)<P(r, t) - - --- = -S(r, t). 
V <Jt . 

(1) 

Here r is the position vector, t is time, and v is the speed of 
light in the medium [cm/s]. D (r) :;;; ~ J(r) [1 J 2) is the pho-

-1,, 
ton diffusion coefficient, 11.:(r) [cm·· 111s the reduced scatter-
ing coefficient andµ a (r) lcm- 1] is the absorption coefficient. 
<P(r, t) is the photon fluence rate [Watt/cm2] and S(r. t) is the 
isotropic light source term [Watt/cm3]. 

The behavior of <P(r, t) near the boundary of the tur
bid medium is described by partial current boundary con-

ditions (i.e. mixed Dirichlet-Neuman boundary condition) 
[23, 113-115], 

i:i¢(r) 
(2) 

where n is the vector normal to measurement boundary, 
a is related to the refractive index mismatch at boundary 

via the followino· a= (l-R,LL) 3/1:~ R 1-1 ~ +on+ 
o· l+Reff 2 ' e n 

0.668 + 0.063n and n = !!iJL [ I 13, 116]. Tvpically, the source 
nour ..., 

fiber on the surface is modeled as a single isotropic point 
source placed a distance 1 / µ,~ into the medium from the sur
face. 

Three types of measurements are used: continuous-wave 
(CW), frequency-domain (FD), and time-domain (TD) mea
surements. Figure 1 schematically illustrates the input light 
source (solid line) and the output signal (dotted line) for each 
measurement type. Continuous-wave measurements employ a 
light source whose intensity does not vary with time; the de
tector measures the transmitted intensity, which is affected by 
the medium. Frequency-domain measurements employ a light 
source that is amplitude modulated in the radio-frequency 
(RF) range. The detector measures the amplitude of the trans
mitted diffuse photon density wave and its phase-shift relative 
to the input. Time-domain measurements employ a short input 
light pulse (i.e. typically less than I nanosecond) and detect a 
delayed and temporaJly broadened output pulse. 

2.2. Forward/Inverse Probrem 

The goal of diffuse optical tomography (DCTr) is to accurately 
estimate the distribution of optical prope11ies in a tissue vol
ume from noninvasive optical measurements on the surface 
of the medium. Various algorithms can be utilized to estimate 
optical properties l l 07]. These algorithms differ depending on 
the choice of photon propagation model, measurement type 
and geometry, and optimization scheme. A generalized out
line of iterative model-based optical properties reconstrnction 
is described in the flow chart in Figure 2. 

Time Time 

(a) (b) (c) 

F'igure 1. .Measurement types: (a) Continuous•wave (CW). (b) Frequency-domain (FD). (c) Time-domain (TD) measurement types (solid line: 
input light source, dashed line: output detected signal). CW measurements employ a light source whose intensity does not vary with time. FD 
measurements employ a light source whose amplitude is modulated with radio-frequency and a detection system to measure intensity decrease 
and phase-shift of the output. TD measurements employ a short input light pulse and detect a delayed and temporally broadened output pulse. 



Initialization 

Solve forward problem 

Calculate x2 

Update x + ~x -+ x 

Figure 2. General analysis flow chart for iterative model-based op
tical properties reconstruction. x is a vector of unknown properties 
(e.g., /La and µ,~). To solve the forward problem is to compute the 
fluence rate on the sample surface for given spatial distribution of 
x. x2 is the objective function that quantifies the discrepancy be
tween the calculated and measured fluence rate. At each iteration. 
t,.x, whicrr will cause to decrease compared to the previous value. 
is calculated. 

Here x is a vector of unknown properties. For a mea
surement using a single optical wavelength, x is a vector 
of absorption (µ,a) and scattering (µ,;) factors in each voxel 
of the reconstruction volume. For measurements employing 
many optical wavelengths, x is more often a vector of chro
mophore concentration (C1), scattering prefactor (A) and scat
tering power (b) in each volume element. See Equations 10 
and 11 for precise definitions of A, band Ci. The initialization 
process consists of reading in the measurement data, defin
ing the reconstruction space, and assigning initial guess for 
x(r). r denotes position within the sample volume. The for
ward problem computes the fluence rate, <l>(r), on the sam
ple surface given light source information and optical prop
erty distribution x(r). quantifies the discrepancy between 
the calculated and measured fluence rate; its value determines 
whether to update x(r) and iterate again or to stop the calcu
lation. If the stopping criteria is not met, the inverse problem 
estimates a change in optical properties, .6.x, based on x2 for 
the next iteration. 

The inverse problem can be formulated in various ways. 
Diffuse optical spectroscopy treats the reconstruction space 
as either homogeneous or composed of a limited number of 
piecewise homogeneous regions. Therefore, the number of 

! /negative image 

-··'j> --··················----··············· .... ..,__z=-Zp 
l / detector fiber I so rce fiber 

+-z=-zb extrapolated 
boundary 

-<----z=O 

Figure 3. Source and configuration for a semi-infinite homo
geneous medium using the extrapolated boundary condition. For the 
extrapolated boundary condition, the fluence rate is set to zero at an 
extrapolated boundary located at -zb. 

unknowns (i.e., the bulk optical properties of each region) 
is usually much less than the number of measurements. For 
diffuse optical tomography, the reconstruction volume is dis
cretized into large number of volume elements or voxels, and 
the optical properties of each voxel are the unknowns to be 
reconstructed. 

2.3. Diffuse Optical Spectroscopy (DOS) 

Analytic solutions of the forward problem exist for simple 
measurement geometries such as infinite, semi-infinite, slab, 
cylinder, multiple layers, and a slab with an inclusion I 117-
12 l ]. In this section, an analytic solution for semi-infinite 
geometry with extrapolated boundary condition is described. 
This approach is widely used in most DOS analyses. 

For the extrapolated boundary condition [23, 122-124], the 
fluence rate is set to zero at an extrapolated boundary located 
at a distance Zb outside the medium i.e., 4>(p, z = --zb) 0. 
The method of images depicted in Figure 3 can be used to 
construct the solution by placing a negative image source at 
the opposite side of the extrapolated boundary. In this extrap
olated boundary case, the position of negative image source is 
at -zp = + 2zb). 

The analytic frequency-domain solution for the semi
infinite geometry with extrapolated boundary conditions ts 
[117, 118] 

<P(p, z) 

= ~ (exp(ik,/ p
2 + (z zo)

2
) 

4rr D / P2 -+ (z zo)2 

exp(ikJ p2 + (z -+ z p)2)) 

yP2+(z+zp)2 

where So is the light source strength in [Watt], k2 

m is the modulation frequency, zo = ;i, , z p 

7 2- 2 I +Reff d R e - 1 44/ 2 0 71 / ~o + "-b, Zb -3 , -1 R , an eJJ • n + . n 
/Ls - eff 

+ 0.668 + 0.063n. The z axis is perpendicular to the medium, 



and p is the radial distance parallel to the medium. as can be 
seen in Figure 3. The filled circle represents the light source 
displaced .1- inside the medium [85], and the open c'ircle is 

µ., 
the imaginary negative source displaced an equal distance (zb) 
away from the extrapolated boundary where the fluence rate 
becomes zero. 

2.4. Diffuse Optical Tomography {DOT) 

There are excellent reviews on optical tomography method by 
S. R. Arridge [107, I08J. In this section, the methods widely 
used for breast cancer imaging will be briefly summarized. 

A schematic description of DOT is given in Figure 4. The 
aim is to reconstruct the internal distribution of optical prop
erties within the turbid medium (e.g., breast) by injecting light 
on the surface and detecting light that has propagated through 
the medium to another point on the surface. 

Numerical techniques such as the finite difference method 
(FDM) or finite element method (FEM) are utilized to com
pute the forward problem (i.e., calculate the fluence rate at 
the surface) for an experimental geometry with complex dis
tribution of optical properties. That is, <l>(r) is calculated from 
a matrix equation constructed by discretizing Equation 1 in 
combination with the partial current boundary condition (Eq. 
2) for given µa (r) and µ~ (r) distributions. 

The goal of diffuse optical tomography is to find the optical 
properties distribution that best suits the measurements by op
timizing an objective function, x 2 • In formulating the inverse 
problem, two common approximations are used for <l>(r): the 
Born and the Rytov expansions [125, 126]. In the Born ap
proximation, <l>(r, rs) is written as a linear superposition of 
incident (background, <I>o) and scattered (heterogeneous, <l>sc) 
diffusive waves: <l>(r, rs)= <l>o(r. rs)+ <l>sc(L rs), where rs, 
is the source position. In the Rytov approximation, the contri
butions from the incident and scattered parts are expressed in 
exponential fashion: ¢(r, rs) exp[<l>o(r, r,) + <l>sc(r. r,)]. 
An equation that provides the update scheme for the opti
cal properties is readily derived using the diffusion equation, 
Green's theorem, and the Bom/Rytov expansion. For exam
ple, for frequency-domain measurements with the modula
tion frequency w, the Rytov expansion-based equation has the 
following form [127-131}, 

f VG(r,1, r) · Y<Pc(r, r,)t:iD(r)d'r+ f Gfrd, r)<l\(r. r,)b.µa(r)d 3r 

<Pc(rd, r_,) 

(
¢,,,(rd. rs)<P~(.rd. rs)) -In · ' 

• ¢!(rd, r,)<Pc\rd, r,). 
(4) 

where the Green's function, G, is the solution to 

Source 

S1 

(a) 

{b) 

Detector 

d, 

d2 

Figure 4. Schematic of diffuse optical tomography. (a) A breast with 
tumor is placed between source and detector plate as shown. Mea
surements from different source-detector pairs on the surface of the 
breast enable reconstruction of the spatial distribution of internal op
tical properties. (b) An example of lesion and breast boundary differ
entiation derived from 3D total hemoglobin concentration images. 
The light-colored isosurface shows the compressed breast and the 
darkest isosmi'ace (near source plane S) shows an invasive ductal 
carcinoma. The medium-colored isosurface (near detector plane D) 
shmvs benign proliferative disease. 

for the sample medium. Here l'itla(r) = /J-a(r) - µ~(r) and 
L'.D(r) = D(r) - D0(r) where the background absorption 
and scatte1ing optical property distribution are µ~ (r) and 
D 0(r). rd is the detector position. $ 111 is the measured fluence 
rate and ¢, is the calculated fluence rate based on the forward 
problem. <I>~ and <I>: are the measured and calculated fluence 
rates for reference measurements . 

Inversion methods used in breast cancer imaging are gen
erally linear and nonlinear. The linear method is a single-step 
inversion of the linearized equation Jl'ix = y where t,.x rep
resents the change in the optical properties from an initial es
timate (e.g .. l'i~la and l'i/I~). J is the Jacobian matrix relating 
the data and the unknowns_ and y is difference between the 



measured data and the calculated estimate [126]. For example, 
for Rytov approximation, the following linear equation can be 
derived from Equation 4 

X 
L'.,.µ,a(riV) 

t..D(ri) l (6) 

where sand d denotes source and detector indices, Ns, Nd 
are total number of source and detectors respectively, N is the 
total number of voxels, and r1 to TN represent positions of the 
voxel in the sample. 

The nonlinear method is generally an iterative optimization 
of x2• Here we briefly outline two different approaches. One 
approach is to invert J iteratively the Newton method 
[132]) and check the stopping criteria with respect to 
at each iteration. Another approach uses the gradient of 
to generate a minimum search direction without building J 

(7) 

Then the gradients of become 

(8) 

ax2 J 

aD r 

(9) 

The key reason to employ this gradient method is that the ad
joint solution G is replaced by the solution for the weighted 
sum of all detectors, which can be computed directly by the 
forward solver without building J. Once the gradient vector 
is computed, any gradient-based generic algorithm can be ap
plied to find the minimum of 

In terms of quantification, nonlinear methods are preferred 
because the inverse problem is intrinsically nonlinear. How
ever, the nonlinear schemes are computationally intensive. 
Reconstruction algorithms used by major groups working on 
clinical breast cancer imaging are summarized in Table I. 

Table 1. Comparison of clinical inscruments for breast cancer application developed in the photon migration field. N5 : number of sources, Nd: 
number of detectors, number of wavelength, T: acquisition time. Tandem configuration refers to the scanning of a pair of a source and 
a detector placed directly across at the shortest distance of the slab. Off-axis tandem configuration has a source and multiple detectors as a 
scanning pair. (CW: continuous-wave, FD: Frequency-domain, TD: Time-domain method, DPF: Differential pathlength factor, PCA: Principal 
components analysis, DOS: Diffuse optical spectroscopy) 

Group Type Ns Nd T Geometry Algorithm 

Chance et al. f 40} cw 8 3 10 s remission DPF 
Lilge et al. [ 134] CW I l 145 2 min remission PCA 
ViOptix, Inc. (135] CW 8 8 2 NA remission DOS 
Barbour et al. [136] cw 25 32 4 0.32 s cone Linear 
Phillips, Corp. [25] cw 225 225 3 6 min cone Linear 
Jiang et at {137] CW 64 64 3 12 min rings Nonlinear 
Pogue et al. { 138] FD 16 45 6 30s rings Nonlinear 
Zhu et al.[139] FD 12 8 2 NA remission Nonlinear 
Carl Zeiss {24] FD l 2340 2 3 min parallel, tandem gating 
Siemens [140] FD ~7000 4 2 min parallel, tandem gating 
Boas et al. [14 l] FD 40 9 2 1.5 min parallel-plate Linear 
Chance/Yodh et al. [26] TD 24 8 80 s parallel-plate Linear 
Cubeddu et al. [142] TD l 3000 4 5 min parallel, tandem gating/analytic 
Rinneberg et al. [143] TD 2000 2 5 min parallel, tandem gating/analytic 
Rinneberg et al. [ 144] TD ~6000 4 5~7 min parallel, off-axis tandem Linear 
Hebden et al. [145] TD 32 32 ~lOmin rings Nonlinear 
ART, Inc. [36) TD l 1520 4 ~8min parallel, off-axis tandem Linear 
Tromberg et. al. [146] cw l 2048 !Os remission DOS 

FD 7 30s line--scan 
Yodh et al. [147] cw 48 2.28 X 105 6 8.4min parallel-plate Nonlinear 

FD 48 9 4 



2.5. Physiological Parameters 

After reconstruction of optical properties (µ,., µ~) at each 
wavelength, chromophore concentrations can be extracted 
from the total absorption using 

L 

µa CA, r) L E1(l)C1(r). (10) 

l=l 

Here q(A) is the extinction coefficient, C1(r) is the concen
tration of the lth chromophore, and L is the total number of 
chromophores. In the physiological case, major chromophores 
are oxygenated hemoglobin, deoxygenated hemoglobin, wa
ter and lipid. The extinction coefficients, EJlb, EJlbOz, EH2o, 
E/ipid only depend on wavelength }" and have dimensions 
of [ cm-1 µM- 1 ]. The extinction coefficients are well docu
mented in the literature [148] (http://omlc.ogi.edu/spectra/). 
The concentrations of these chromophores CH b, CH bOz, 

CH2 o, Cupid are usually given in [µM]. 
Scattering in tissue follows a simplified Mie-scattering ap

proximation [149, 150] reasonably well, i.e., 

/.l~(l.r) = A(r)),-b(r), (11) 

where A(r) is called the scattering prefactor and b(r) is called 
the scattering power (and is related to the particle size and 
density, index of refraction of scatterers, and the medium). 

In conventional schemes as described above (which we will 
denote as the single-spectral method), absorption (µ,a(r)) and 
scattering coefficients (IL: (r)) at each wavelength are first de
termined from the reconstruction, and then the resulting ab
sorption coefficients are used to extract chromophore con
centrations using Equation 10. In the multi-spectral method 
(or the a priori spectral approach), the chromophore concen
trations and scattering properties are reconstructed directly 
in a single step using data at a11 wavelengths with spec
tral constraints (Eqs. 10 and 11 ). The multi-spectral method 
[151-156} has gained attention recently because it reduces 
inter-parameter crosstalk [ 151. 155] and enables unique so
lutions, even for CW imaging [152, 154]. 

Once chromophore concentrations are obtained. more fa
miliar physiological parameters may be derived, e.g., the total 
hemoglobin concentration THC = C Hl,02 and the tis-
sue blood oxygen saturation StO'2 = /THC. 

2.6. Diffuse Correlation Spectroscopy (DCS) 

Until now, deep tissue blood flow has been inaccessible to 
the optical method. Our laboratory has focussed on the de• 
velopment and application of diffuse correlation spectroscopy 
(DCS) for measurement of blood flow in deep tissues (for a 
recent review see [52]). 

Speckle fluctuations of the diffuse light are sensitive to the 
motions of tissue scatterers such as red blood cells (Figure 5 
(a)). The quantity containing this infonnation is the electric 
field E (r. t). The electric field temporal autocorrelation func
tion, G 1 (r. r) = (£ (r. r )E* (r. 1 + is explicitly related to 

1.4 

Intensity Fluctuations 

~~~-

(a) 

Time 

I-Tumor 1 

I-Normal! 

1.1, 
tL.,.._~5~-----.:'.4~---3--2-

log(1:) (sec) 

(b) 

Figure 5. (a) The photons injected into the turbid medium undergo 
absorption and ""~tt,,,·ma but the translational motion of the scatter
ers such as red blooµ cells leads to fluctuations in intensity. (b) Ex
ample of the temporal light intensity autocorrelation function. gz ( r) 
measured in nnnor (dark) and healthy (light) tissue from a subject 
with breast carcinoma. Faster decay corresponds to increased blood 
flow. 

the motion of the scatterers. Here the angle brackets () de
note averages over time and r is called the correlation delay 
time. The propagation of G 1 (r. r) was originally described 
for colJoidal turbid media using a diffusion model based on an 
integration over photon paths [157, 158]. A particularly use
ful result for the problem is the correlation diffusion equation 
[ 159-J 63} which is derived from P1 approximation to the cor
relation transport equation [ 160, 16 ]J. 

v-(Dv'G1(r.T)) 0a+~µ~k5<;(L':.r 2(,)))G1(r,T) -S(r). 

(] 2) 

where is the wavevector of the photons in the medium and 
(.6.r 2 (r}) is the mean-square displacement in time r of the 
scattering particles. S(r) is the source light distribution, and!; 
is the ratio of the number of moving scatterers such as a red 
blood cell to the total number of scatterers (including static 
scatterers). 

From the measured normalized intensity autocorrelation 
function, we derive the normalized diffuse electric field tem
poral autocorrelation function, gi(r, r) = G1 (r, r)/(1£12). 

For the case of diffusive motion, (b.r2 (r)) = 6D8 r, where 
DB is an effective diffusion coefficient for the red blood cells. 
It should be noted that Ds need not (and is generally not) 
be the "thermal" Brownian motion predicted by Einstein; 



nonthennal random forces in the vasculature can also 
rise to diffusive particle motions. It is assumed herein that 
measured relative changes of!:; DB are proportional to relative 
changes in tissue blood flow. 

A CW laser with a long coherence length and a single pho
ton counting detector are needed for DCS measurements. An 
autocorrelator takes the detector output and uses photon ar
rival times to compute the light intensity autocorrelation func
tion g2(r, r) where it is linked to g1 (r. r) via the Sigert rela
tion g2tr, r) =I+ /3 (r. r)J 2 [1641. Anexampleoftempo
rai tight intensity autocorrelation function g2 measured in tu
mor ( dark) and healthy (light) tissue from a subject with breast 
carcinoma [165] is presented in Figure S(b). Faster decay cor
responds to increased blood flow. 

3. INSTRUMENTATION 

DOT/DOS instruments used for breast cancer applications can 
be roughly categorized by choice of light sources/detectors, 
measurement type (CW, FD, TD). and geometry (remission, 
rings, parallel-plate, etc). The choice of light sources, de
tectors, and measurement geometry determine the sensitivity 
of the instrument. The measurement types ( described in Fig. 
I) determine the light source modulation and detection tech
niques. The measurement geometry is defined by the positions 
of the light sources and detectors, which, in tum, influence the 
field of view for breast tissue. 

Three types of light sources are used for DOS and DOT ap
plications: white light, light emitting diodes, and laser diodes. 
Among these, laser diodes are the most popular because of 
their monochromatic nature. White light sources have gained 
more attention recently because the importance of multiple 
wavelength schemes has been recognized [69, 146]. The pho
todiode, the avalanche photodiode (APD), the photomultiplier 
tube (PMT), and the charge coupled device (CCD) are four de
tectors for DOT applications. The photodiode, even though it 
is a robust and inexpensive detector, is not used widely be
cause it requires high light levels. The APD and the PMT are 
high-speed, highly sensitive detectors that are used widely for 
single-channel applications. The CCD, on the other hand, en
ables parallel detection at multiple spatial positions. 

The detection electronics require extraction of intensity for 
CW, intensity and phase-shift for FD, and pulse shape for the 
TD technique. Schematics of some of this instrumentation are 
shown in Figure 6. The CW technique is the easiest and the 
most inexpensive of the three techniques per detector channel. 
This feature enables easy extension to many detector channels 
and, therefore provides substantial spatial information. Also, 
for a given source-detector separation, the CW technique en
ables deepest penetration into the tissue with good signal-to
noise. However, the information content per detector channel 
is the richest for the TD technique. Due to lack of information 
content, there have been concerns about the CW technique. 
In particular, absorption and scattering crosstalk in the images 
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Figure 6. Schematics of instrumentation for CW, FD. and TD tech
niques. The detection electronics require extraction of intensity fru 
CW, intensity and phase-shift for FD (using a demodulator [169]), 
and pulse shape for the TD technique (using time-correlated single 
photon counting [170]). 

becomes an issue due to non-uniqueness considerations [166]. 
Barbour and co-workers [167] and Jiang and co-workers [ 168] 
formulated scaling approaches to circumvent this problem, 
and Corlu et al. [ 154] have theoretically demonstrated 
that a successful separation of chromophore concentration and 
scattering is possible for the CW technique by using the multi
spectral method with optimal wavelengths. 

The placement of light sources and detectors defines the 
measurement geometry (Fig. 7). In the remission geometry, 
light sources and detectors are placed in the same plane. Mul
tiple scattering causes photons to deviate from the straight 
path and, therefore, reach the detectors placed in the same 
plane after traveling through the tissue below the source
detector pairs. In the parallel-plate design, in vivo tissue lies 
between two planes; light sources can reside in one plane and 
detectors in the other plane. The parallel-plate geometry has 
advantages in signal-to-noise (SNR) and ready detection by 
a lens-coupled CCD. The conical geometry (either made of 
multiple rings or conicaUy shaped cup) has light sources and 
detectors surrounding the breast Thus, there is no loss of res
olution in one direction, but the detectors need to have large 
dynamic range because some are very close to one another, 
whereas others are far apart. 

Table I summarizes the instrumental features of most 
groups with in vivo breast cancer results. In the remission 
geometry, an analytic solution for the semi-infinite geometry 
is widely used to derive spectroscopic bulk properties [135, 
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Figure 7. Measuremem geometries for breast. In the remission ge
ometry, light sources and detectors are placed in the same plane. In 
the parallel-plate geometry, light sources can reside in one plane and 
detectors in the other plane; the tissue lies in-between. In the ring 
geometry, light sources and detectors surround the breast. 

146]. Barbour and co-workers [136] have developed a fast 
system that captures how breast cancer reacts to fast pertur
bations. Most of the European groups have utilized a tandem
style measurement in which light source and detector are 
placed directly across from one another at the shortest possible 
distance. These pairs are scanned across the whole breast. The 
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primary weakness of this approach is that the measurement 
lacks off-axis projection. Recently, preliminary results are 
showing the usefulness of additional off-axis measurements 
(36, 144]. Several groups have explored co-registration with 
conventional imaging modalities such as ultrasound [139], 
MRI [26, 171 ), and X-ray [141). Sevick-Muraca and co
workers have pioneered instrumental/theoretical aspects of 
fluorescence imaging using frequency-domain CCD detec
tion. They have shown the feasibility of fluorescence DOT for 
realistic breast tissue phantom [172]. A combination of CW 
and FD techniques is utilized by many groups as the impor
tance of multiple optodes and multiple wavelengths has been 
realized. Among these instruments, we will describe our DOT 
system in detail. A schematic of the DOT instrument is shown 
in Figure 8. The hybrid system combines frequency-domain 
(FD) remission and continuous-wave (CW) transmission de
tection. This parallel-plane DOT system has been extensively 
characterized for breast cancer imaging using tissue phantoms 
and a healthy female volunteer [ 147] and has been used exten
sively for breast cancer imaging [205]. 

The table was designed so that when the female subject lies 
on it in the prone position. both her breasts are inside a breast 
box (60 cm x 22 cm x 23 cm) underneath the table. A breast 

15.6 cm 

Figure 8. Schematic of parallel plate diffuse optical tomography instrnment. (a) Frequency-domain (fD) remission and continuous-wave 
transmission measurements are performed simultaneously on a female subject lying in the prone position. (b) The source plate contains 45 
source positions and 9 FD detectors. 984 detection points with 3 mm spacing are selected from CCD data for image reconstruction. Reprinted 
with pennission from (34], R, Choe et al., Med. Phys .. 32:1128 (2005). t:i 2005. American Institute of Physics. 



is typically centered and softly compressed between a mov
able compression plate and a parallel viewing window with 
cranio-caudal compression. The compression distance varied 
from 5.5 to 7.5 cm, depending on breast size. The breast box 
was then filled with the matching fluid that has optical prop
erties similar to human tissue. The matching fluid was made 
with a scattering agent Liposyn III (30%, Abbott Laborato
ries. Chicago, IL), and an absorption agent India ink (Black 
India 4415, Sanford, Bellwood, IL). After the human subject 
measurements, reference optical measurements are performed 
on the box filled completely with matching fluid. For the ref
erence measurements, a silicone (RTV 12 with carbon black 
and TiO2) block was placed on top of the box to extend the 
diffuse medium in a manner analogous to the subject's chest
wall; this approach avoids signal saturation due to reflection 
from the air boundary. 

Four laser diodes at 690, 750, 786 and 830 nm were 
sinusoidally intensity modulated at 70 MHz. The modula
tion depth for each wavelength was 86%, 99%. 72% and 
67% respectively. 650 and 905 nm CW laser diodes have 
recently been added to the instrument. A combination of 
optical switches (DiCon Fiber Optics) was used for wave
length switching. The light output was relayed to a l x 48 
switch {DiCon Fiber Optics, GP700) to access the various 
light source positions on the compression plate. The com
pression plate had 45 fibers in a 9 x 5 grid with a spacing 
of 1.6 cm (l2.8 cm x 6.4 cm). The optical fibers embed
ded in the compression plate ,vas of 200 µrn diameter (FIS). 
Time-multiplexing was used for both wavelength and position 
switching. In particular, all wavelengths were multiplexed for 
each source position. 

Nine 3 mm diameter fiber bundles were connected to the 
frequency-domain detection module and interlaced in a 3 x 3 
grid on the compression plate as shown in Figure 8(b). A ho
modyne technique [169] was utilized to extract the amplitude 
and phase of the detected remission signal. The electrical 
nal from the avalanche photodiode {APD, Hamamatsu C533 l-
04) was amplified (Mini-Circuits ZFL-500LN, 24dB), filtered 
by a band pass filter (Mini-Circuits BLP-70), and then ampli
fied again (Mini-Circuits ZFL-500HLN, 19 dB). An I&Q de
modulator (Mini- Circuits ZFMIQ-70D) with a series of low 
pass filters (Mini-Circuits SLP-1.9 and 100 Hz RC circuit) ex
tracted the amplitude and phase by comparing the signal with 
the reference signal driving laser diodes [169]. The frequency
domain measurements were used for accurate quantification 
of bulk properties of human tissue and matching fluid, thus 
improving our initial guess for the image reconstruction. A 
lens-coupled 16-bit CCD camera system was used for col
leeting CW transmission data with an anti-reflection coated 
glass viewing window. A lens (Nikkor AF 50 mm F/l AD) re
layed the detection plane (inner glass window in contact with 
breast) onto the CCD chip (2.68 x 2.6 cm). To reduce ambi
ent light, a long-pass color-glass filter (630 mm, CVI Laser 
Inc.) was placed in front of the lens and a light shielding box 
was placed surrounding the space between the viewing win-

dow and the camera. A thermo-electrically cooled CCD pixel 
array (Roper Scientific, VersAnay: 1300, 1340 x 1300 pixel) 
was used for light detection, with a l 140 x 800 pixel region of 
interest (ROI) and 2 x 2 on-chip binning, resulting in a frame 
size of 570 x 400 pixels covering a detection area of 16 x 
l l cm. 

4. CLINICAL OBSERVATIONS 

4.1. Endogenous Properties of Normal Breast 
Tissue 

Thomsen & Tatman [22l have said, "to discover the abnor
mal, one first has to know the nom1al." A good understand
ing of normal breast optical properties is important for assess
ment of breast cancer signals. Recent spectroscopic research 
on normal tissues are providing more insight about their op
tically derived properties and the correlation of these proper
ties with physiological parameters such as body mass index 
(BMI), age, breast thickness, radiographic density, parenchy
mal type, etc. {27, 33, 173-177]. 

i\.n example of such study is from Durduran et al. [ 15 l] 
where the bulk optical properties (i.e. JLa, 1-<, THC and StO2) 
of 52 healthy female subjects were quantified. Significant in
tersubject variation is reflected in the Figure 9(a) with the 
mean THC of 34 ± 9 µM and the mean St02 of 68 ± 8%. 
Among the demographic factors, an inverse correlation of 
THC and BMI (as shown in Figure 9(b)) andµ;, and BMI (not 
shown) were observed. The physiological noise caused by av
eraged effects from heart rate, respiration, etc., were found to 
be of the order ~5% for THC and ~4% for St02 from the 
repeated measurements on the same breast [l 5 l]. 

Intersubject variation is caused by differences in the breast 
tissue composition of each individual, wl1ich is implied from 
the correlations with BMI and mammographic density. A sig
nificant inverse correlation between THC and BMI were found 
across -a wide range of instrumentation and measurement ge
ometries [36, 151, 174, 178]. Higher BMI is usually accompa
nied by more adipose tissue content wherein the blood supply 
is smaller than in glandular tissue [22]. Also, there is some 
inverse correlation between scattering and BMI [l 5 l] through 
the scatter power b (related to scatterer size) [36, 179]. Cor
relations with other parameters such as breast diameter [174] 
and breast thickness [36, 178] have been examined. Scattering 
prefactor and power were statistically different in the fatty cat
egory and the extremely dense category of radiographic den
sity [ 174]. Further investigations using the mean particle size 
and number density based on measurements of µ~ yielded re
sults consistent with the microscopic characteristics of breasts 
categorized with radiographic density [180]. When the radio
graphic density were grouped into a low-density group and a 
high-density group, THC, scattering prefactor, and scattering 
power showed significant differences [18 l]. 
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Figure 9. (a) Blood oxygen saturation (B. Saturation) vs total hemoglobin concentration (B. Volume) of breast tissue from 52 healthy subjects. 
The dashed lines indicate the standard deviation from the mean. (b) Total hemoglobin concentration vs BMI with a decaying exponential fit. 
Reprinted with permission from [ l 51 L Durduran et al., Phys. Med. Biol., 47:2847 (2002). © 2002. IOP Publishing. 

Mammographic parenchymal patterns can be derived from 
the X-ray attenuation characteristics of fat (radiolucent) and 
epithelial and stromal tissues (radiodense) [182). Cubeddu 
and co-workers have found that water and lipid content cor
related wen with the mammographic parenchymal pattern, 
which is an indicator of the structural composition of adipose 
and fibrous tissue content [178 J. The observation that opti
cal measurements of absorption and scattering can provide 
physiologically relevant information about breast tissue com
position [ 174) has been extended in a new direction by Lilge 
and co-workers. They assess breast cancer risk by comparing 
with mammographic parenchymal pattern [] 183]. Based 
on parenchymal pattern classification studies, it was found 
that women with dense tissue in more than 60-75% of the 
breast are at four to six times greater risk of breast cancer than 
others [182}. Using a principal components analysis (PCA) 
of a broadband optical measurement. Lilge and co-workers 
have predicted the mammographic assessment of tissue den
sity (high vs lmv) with 90% accuracy [ 134, 183]. 

Breast tissue composition can change significantly with age 
or hom10nal status. Age-dependent studies have been carried 
out by several research groups. Some groups do not see much 
correlation with age [36. J 51 J, whereas others have observed 
correlations with scatter power 1174] and lipid content [178]. 
Distinctions seem to stand out when the population is grouped 
according to its hormonal status (i.e., pre-menopausal, post
menopausal, and post-menopausal with hormone replacement 
therapy) [184, 185]. The mean THC and water content are 
higher and the lipid content is lower in the pre-menopausal 
group [185}. This is likely due to the general increase in rela
tive fat and fibrous stroma volumes after menopause [22]. On 
the other hand, the short-term hormonal effects have been ob
served to lead to changes of up to I 3-30% in THC [181. J 84} 
during menstruation. 

[ntrasubject variability was investigated using a hand-held 
probe with DOS data taken at five positions per breast. µa and 
µ; variation of 20-40% and 5-20% have been reported [ 185, 
] 86). These optical property heterogeneities translate roughly 
to 20% THC and 6% St02 variation [186]. lntrasubject and in
tersubject variability emphasize the importance of quantifying 
cancer properties with respect to surrounding normal tissue 
properties in addition to absolute terms. 

4.2. Breast Cancer Detection and 
Characterization Based on Endogenous 
Contrast 

Several research groups have recruited and presented iii vivo 
human breast cancer cases. ln this section, we wiH focus on 
results from stand-alone DOS/DOT to characterize breast can
cer. The results will be grouped with respect to the measure
ment geometry and reconstruction dimension (i.e., bulk aver
age, 2D, or 3D). 

The simplest in riro DOS measurements utilize CW hand
held instruments and rely on optical/physiological contrast be
tween the cancer tissue and the contralateral breast [ 40, 135 J, 
These measurements have demonstrated sensitivity higher 
than 90% and specificity ranging from 67-93%. Such single
point measurements. however, are susceptible to systematic 
errors that arise from changes in source-detector coupling 
due to tissue contact and asymmetry between the two breasts 
[185]. 

Tromberg and co-workers [27] overcome this problem us
ing a broadband line-scanning DOS instrument rich in spec
tral information. The line-scan localizes the mass position 
by changes of physiological parameters near the mass. ln a 
case study (N = 3) with a ductal carcinoma in situ (DClS), 
an invasive ductal carcinoma (IDCt and a fibroadenoma, the 



lesion absorption was found to be L25 to 3-fold higher than 
the normal breast tissue [27]. A broadband light source and 
several discrete FD sources enable reliable quantification of 
oxy-, deoxy-hemoglobin, water and lipid concentration as 
well as scattering prefactor and power. ln recent stud
ies, the group is attempting to derive one combinational 
parameter or "optical index" that maximizes the differ
entiation of normal, benign, and malignant breast tissues 
[ l 87]. 

Hand-held probes provide access to masses near axil
lary or chest-wall positions, which are hard to reach with 
prone-position oriented imaging instruments. However. DOS 
measurements are more suitable for palpable masses located 
at greater depths below the tissue surface and in the supine 
position. It is easy to misjudge the line-scan direction if the le
sion position is not well-known. Moreover, the detection limi
tation with respect to tumor depth has not been systematically 
explored as yet To overcome the partial volume effect result
ing from treating the medium as homogeneous and the human 
errors from hand-held probe, many groups have focused on 
the development of the imaging instrumentation and associ
ated reconstruction algorithms. 

Most European groups report parallel-plate frequency
domain or time-domain instruments operating in the tandem 
scanning scheme (i.e., a single source and detector pair is 
placed across the slab and scanned over the whole plate). 
While the tandem scan represents an improvement over spec
troscopic devices, it does not produce enough information to 
enable robust 3D image reconstruction due to a limited range 
of projections. The scans were conducted in a fashion sim
ilar to X-ray mammography (e.g., cranio-caudal and medi
olateral or oblique projections). A pilot study (24] demon
strated potential for optical mammography with enhanced im
age contrast using the edge effect correction. A method to en
hance the cancer detectability using spatial second-derivative 
image processing and an oxygenation index was developed 
and demonstrated [188, 189]. European groups from Berlin 
and Milan have recruited a significant number of subjects 
with breast lesions and recently have quantified lesion opti
cal/physiological properties. They have utilized two strategies 
for data analysis: ( l) Assessment of cancer detection abil
ity by examination of time-gated images that are relatively 
more or less sensitive to absorption and scattering depend
ing on gate time, and (2) Quantification of breast cancer in 
terms of physiological properties (i.e., THC, St02, µ,~) us
ing an analytic solution for a homogeneous slab with spher
ical heterogeneity [121]. Rinneberg and co-workers [37, 38, 
143, 170, 190, 191] found tumor contrast with respect to nor
mal tissue to be rµ..a '.::::'. 2, r µ,~ ::::::: l, and rTHC > 1 (where 
r indicates relative measure between tumor and normal, i.e. 
rµa µ~umor /µ..~ormaf) [191]. rSt02 contrast was not ob
served. Cubeddu and co-workers (39, 142, I 92-194] extended 
the spectral range by adding wavelengths longer than 900 
nm to determine different lesion type by /.la and µ.,~ for 
10 l cases [l 93 ]. In this case, intensity images and scatter-

ing images were quantified directly rather than by fitting 
for chromophores. Cancers exhibited high µ,0 at short wave
lengths (where hemoglobin concentrations are high), cysts 
exhibited low µ,~ for all wavelengths, and fibroadenomas 
showed low /J-a at 913 nm and high /,la at 975 nm. Recently, 
Rinneberg and co-workers have implemented off-axis mea
surements into tandem scanning configuration and demon
strated the ability to reconstruct µa and images in three
dimension [144]. However, some blurring of Ila occurred 
along the compression direction due to the limited angular 
range. 

Experiments based on multiple ring andior conical geome
tries have developed from 2D to 3D imaging. Pilot stud
ies by Philips Corp. using a 256 x 256 CW instrument with 
matching fluid have been analyzed with the backprojection 
method and algebraic reconstruction technique to reconstruct 
three-dimensional. images of the photon attenuation coeffi
cient [25, 195]. Jiang and co-workers have demonstrated the 
three-dimensional DOT images of multiple carcinomas [29], 
but have. for the most part, concentrated on 2D images of µa 
and to assess the differentiation of lesion types. Tumor was 
found to have higher !La and µ.,~., at 785 nm, and fibroade
noma was found to have high µa and low µ,~ at 785 nm for 
nine lesions [196]. On the other hand, four of six cysts ex
hibited low I.la and f,l~ [197]. Hebden and co-workers [198] 
have reconstructed the absorption of various lesions in 2D 
with some success using a ring-geometry time-domain instru
ment [198]. However, the rigid ring design made it difficult to 
accommodate some of the breast ( especially with malignant 
lesions) and resulted in no image. Barbour and co-workers 
carried out a study in a bilateral conical geometry [35, l 99]. 
They found tumor contrast in oxygen supplyidemand imbal
ance and vasomotor response from Valsalva maneuver [35]. 
Pogue and co-workers [28, 155, 171, 200-202] have demon
strated reliable three-dimensional image reconstruction re
sults based on ring geometry FD measurements via systematic 
tissue phantom studies and in vivo breast studies. While con
tinuing to improve general quantification by the multi-spectral 
method [155] and the quantification of small objects [201], 
they are actively exploring the relationship between the mi
croscopic and macroscopic optical contrast They found a lin
ear relationship between the blood vessel density measured by 
pathologic methods and the total hemoglobin concentration of 
breast cancer measured by DOT [28)., Their efforts to further 
improve quantification and explore new contrast mechanisms 
resulted in development of a broadband 3D imaging system, 
and video-rate imaging system [203]. To overcome resolution 
limitations of DOT, they have also started the co-registration 
with MRI [171, 202]. Preliminary results on healthy sub
jects showed higher water content, THC, and slightly 
lower St02 in fibroglandular tissue compared to adipose 
tissue. 

An example of 3D reconstructed images using the ring ge
ometry {204] is presented in Figure lO. The patient presented 
for standard screening mammography, which revealed a subtle 
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Figure 10. Reconstructed images of THC ({tM), St02 (%), µ,; at 785 nm (cm- 1) from a subject with an invasive carcinoma (9 o'clock). 
The images are coronal views of the cross-section through the breast, arranged from the bottom near the nipple to the top near the chest. 
Reprinted with pennission from [204}, H. Dehghani et al., in Optical Tomography and Spectroscopy of Tissue V, (Chance, Vol. 4955, p. 
191. Proceedings of SPIE, Bellingham, WA 2003, The International Society for Optical Engineering. 

nodular density and associated architectural distortion in the 
lateral side of the right breast. Pathology showed an invasive 
carcinoma of 20 mm size. The patient was presented for NIR 
measurements soon after biopsy. Among the reconstructed pa
rameters, only THC, St02, and 11: at 785 nm are shown in Fig
ure 10. Here the images are three-dimensional reconstructions 
and coronal slices at z = -60, -45, --30, -15 and O mm are 
shown. From the reconstructed images, it can be seen that an 
anomaly is found within the mid-plane at approximately the 9 
o'clock position. The anomaly was associated with a Hb peak 
value of 47.7 µM, compared to a background of 32.9 11M, 
whereas the Hb02 image presented a peak value of 24.7 µ.M 
at a location on the periphery of the skin (not shown). THC 
also presents a peak at the location of the anomaly, with a 
value of 65.3 µM (background value: 53.l µM). St02 shows 
a marked decrease at the location of the anomaly, with a value 
of 25.9%, as compared 10 a background value of 38.l %. The 
µ~ image presents an increase at the location of the anomaly. 
These trends are perhaps expected for a malignant tissue, 
as one would expect a rise in blood content. due to an in
crease in blood vessel density, but because malignant tumors 
are mgre active, there might also be a decrease in oxygen 
saturation. 

ParaI!eJ-plate geometry instruments for 3D imaging are 
geared toward producing multiple off-axis projections by hav
ing multiple source positions and detector positions. As an 
example [205}, three-dimensional images measured with our 
DOT instrument are shown in Figure 8. A 59-year-old female 
with invasive (foetal carcinomas in her right breast is presented 
in Figure 12. She had two masses at 2 o'clock (2.0 cm) and at 
IO o'clock detected by X-ray mammography, ultrasound, and 
MRI (See Fig. ll(a)). Ultrasound-guided core biopsy with a 
15 gauge needle on a 10 o'clock mass was performed eight 
days before optical measurement, which found invasive ductal 
carcinoma with high-grade nuclei. During t.he DOT measure
ment, a bruise due to recent core biop·sy was observed in the 

lower outer quadrant smface of the right breast. (See bottom 
part of Fig. ll(a)). 

The three-dimensional images of this patient were recon
structed from the data using nonlinear 3D reconstruction al
gorithms that incorporated the multi-spectral method with 
envelope-guided spatially variant reconstruction [ 154]. Geo
metric constraints were further used to segment the problem 
into a breast region and a matching fluid region. For the ini
tial guess, CH b, C If bOz, and A were assigned to the breast 
and the matching fluid based on the bulk measurements. The 
3D images are presented in a manner similar to that of Figure 
l l (b). Each slice represents a l 6 x ] 1 cm image in x--z plane, 
with the caudal-cranial view (i.e., from feet to head, same as 
the CCD camera view). The orientation of each image is such 
that the right side of the image slice is lateral (toward the outer 
side of breast) and left side is medial (toward the middle of the 
breasts) for the right breast, and vice versa for the left-breast. 
For convenience of presentation, slices at selected spatial in
tervals are presented. Because the reconstructed data on FEM 
nodes is interpolated to a regular grid of 0.2 cm spacing, each 
slice has 0.2 cm of pixel size in lhe x and z directions. 

In THC and µ~, images (Fig. 12), two distinct enhance
ments corresponding to 2 and 10 o'clock are observed at 
distinct locations in three-dimensions. The extension of 10 
o'clock enhancement through the middle sections in they di
rection could be attributed to the bruise effect induced by core 
biopsy. An interesting distribution of St01 is noticeable where 
the biopsied area near the detection plane has much lower oxy
gen saturation. 

The tumor contrasts (rTHC. rµ~, rSt02) from 21 subjects 
[205] with carcinomas are plotted in a bar graph in Figure 
13. First, an average (ft) and a standard deviation (op) was 
calculated for THC, St02, andµ~ in each image. Then the tu
mor region was defined by p > p + 2 x a P• because values 
greater than 2 x a P have a 95<fo chance to be different from 
the average with the assumption of a gaussian distribution. 
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Figure 11. fa) The multiple lesion (2 o'clock and 10 o'clock) locations in frontal view (top) and in caudal- cranial view photo (bottom) of a 
subject with the DOT image reconstruction in Figure l 2. Note the bruise on the breast surface due to previous core biopsy (bottom), (b) The 
orientation of reconstructed 30 images. Each slice is in caudal-cranial view, where the left side is medial and the right side ·ts--lateral for the 
right breast. For simplicity, only selected slices from y direction will be presented, starting from the head on the left side to the feet on the right 
side. 
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Figure 12. 3D reconstructed images of THC, St02 , and µ,~ at 786 nm of a subject with multiple ductal carcinomas in her right breast. Two 
invasive ductal carcinomas show an increase of THC and fl~ compared to the sunounding tissue. The location of the two lesions is differentiable 
in three-dimension. The dramatic decrease of St02 related with the bruise from the core biopsy appears in the slices near the detector plane. 
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Figure 13. Tumor contrast from 22 carcinomas. rTHC, rSt02 and 
r µi are the relative ratio between tumor and normal. OJ is an optical 

index defined as-~~. Light gray bars are from DOT measure
ments before core = 14), and dark gray bars are from after 
core biopsy (N 8). 

For St02, the threshold of p < p - 2 x O' P was considered 
based on tumor hypoxia hypothesis: this did not yield any tu
mor region. Tumor regions estimated from THC and were 
averaged to define the average tumor region. Relative THC 
(rTHC THCrumor/THC,wrmal} was calculated by averaging 
THC in the tumor region and outside the tumor region as de
fined above. Relative µ; and relative St02 were defined in the 
same way. rTHC error bars were estimated based on standard 
deviation of THC11,mor and THC normal· Relative f.l~. (r / . .l~) and 
relative St02 (rSt02) enor bars were defined in the same way. 
Note that rSt02 is around 1 and does not vary much. We de
fine an optical index (OJ), which is a combination of the tumor 

OJ rTHC.r,1 ' 0 . al . d" h h. bl contrast: ~;__i. ptic m ices sue as t 1s ena es 

us to explore the possibility of maximizing optical contrast 
with a combination of variables. The combined contrast index 
OJ was 2.63 ± 0.29. 

Recently, Intes and co-workers [361 have quantified tumor 
contrast for 23 subjects. finding rHb is significantly greater in 
malignant than benign lesions. Their time-domain instrumenl 
consists of 1520 spatial detection points with on- and off-axis 
measurements at 4 wavelength (760-850 nm range) in parallel 
plate geometry with matching fluid. 

High THC contrast of tumor has also been reported by other 
groups [28, 29, 32, 33, l 96, 200, 206, 207} and has been 
supported by histopathologic analysis of microvessel density 
counts 106]. The origin of scattering contrast is still illu
sive because careful comparable histopathologic analysis has 
not been done for scattering contrast and also because of ab
sorption and scattering crosstalk issues. Nevertheless, the hy
pothesis that the increased number of scattering due 
to proliferation of cells and the increased fibrosis should in
crease scattering support om findings. Some groups also see 
scattering contrast (~20%) [38. 200]. but not to the extent 

found in our work. With respect to St02 contrast, there ap
pears to be varying results; some groups observed a decrease 
of St02 in the tumor 189, 190,208], whereas others ob
served no difference [34, 209J or even an increase [200]. It 
may be possible that oxygen metabolism of cancer could be 
different depending on the stage and biochemical pathways 
involved. 

These differences may arise from differences in instrumen
tation and reconstruction algorithm as well as from physiolog
ical inter-patient variation. THC emerged as robust quantity 
for the tumor contrast, but it is weak on its own for differenti
ation of malignancy. It is therefore important to find tissue op
tical indices that maximize the malignancy contrast and are in
dependent of instrument, reconstruction scheme, and parame
ter crosstalk. The field is still evolving to devise the instrument 
and reconstruction algorithm to improve accuracy (via multi
ple spectral and spatial information) and are gathering more 
statistics. 

4.3. Blood Flow in Breast Cancer 

Blood flow in breast cancer potentially provides a novel 
contrast over methods that measure essentially tumor mor
phology. Some capability for tumor differentiation based on 
blood flow was demonstrated already by ultrasound and MRI 
[210-213]. Therefore, we expect that diffuse optical blood 
flow measurements will be of value because the instruments 
are inexpensive, portable, and the signals are robust. lt is fur
ther known that the metabolic changes due to cancer ther
apy can precede size changes accessible to traditional imag-

or clinical palpation methods [214}. Diffuse correlation 
spectroscopy (DCS) for measurement of tissue blood flow [52. 
111] can be readily combined \Vith DOS for measurement of 
tissue blood oxygenation to calculate oxygen metabolism in 
tumor:, or changes thereafter. 

Previous attempts to measure blood tlow in the breast have 
been canied out using Positron Emission Tomography (PET) 
[215-2171, color and power Doppler ultrasound [210, 218. 
2 I 9}, and MRI [2Jl J. PET studies were limited in extent, but 
have shown that blood flow tends to increase in malignant tu
mors. Ultrasound techniques. on the other hand, were used 
from the late I 980s to 1990s, but the clinical utility of the 
technique was not established. PET was limited because of its 
cost and availability, whereas ultrasound techniques had poor 
signal-to-noise and low contrast. Ultrasound techniques are 
also biased toward large vessels and, therefore. are suscepti
ble to issues such as arterio-venous shunting, MRI studies re
quire high-cost, low-throughput research instrumentation and 
are limited by signal-to-noise. 

Recently we have explored these issues with DCS [165]. 
To this end. we recruited three subjects with palpable nimors. 
two subjects with mammographically identified calcification, 
and two healthy subjects. The measurements were carried out 
at the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania and were 



approved by the Internal Review Board. Subjects were asked 
to Lay back in the supine position, thus flattening the breast 
and increasing tumor accessibility. A hand-held probe was 
scanned in horizontal and vertical directions in 2 cm incre
ments across the tumor. In the case of healthy volunteers, an 
arbitrary region was drawn as the tumor site and a measure
ment was obtained by scanning across that region; this pro
vided a measure of the heterogeneity of blood flow. Average 
optical properties necessary for analysis were obtained from 
separate DOS measurements of the same patients [34 ]. 

Details of the instrument are described elsewhere [52, 165]. 
A complete set of data was acquired every six seconds and 
five such sets were acquired at each position. For this study, 
we recorded data for each of the four source-detector posi
tions directly across from each other (separation of 2.5 cm) 
at each scanned position. The recorded correlation functions 
were then fit to a solution of the diffuse photon correlation 
equation [52] to obtain an index proportional to the blood 
flow. The results are normalized to the mean value of the mea
surements of the healthy t.issue and the standard deviation is 
reported as the error bar. We, therefore, report the averaged 
relative blood tlow rBF) at each position. 

Figure 5(b) shows two correlation curves from a patient 
with a malignant cancer. When blood flow increases, the tem
poral autocorrelation function decays more rapidly. It is evi
dent that the blood flow is larger in the tumor region (compare 
dark and light curves) in both cases. Figure 14 shows hori
zontal and vertical profiles from one malignant tumor and one 

healthy breast There is very little variation observable in the 
healthy breast, whereas the blood flow increased in both di
rections over the tumor indicating that the observed contrast 
is due to the tumor and not the natural heterogeneity of the 
breast. 

To quantify the blood flow change in the tumors, we have 
used the estimated tumor outline and tabulated the standard 
(± mean deviation) rBF in that region. Table 2 shows the 
distribution of the values for all subjects. Three groups are 
visible; ( l) there is very little heterogeneity in the healthy 
breast (2.7% variation), (2) the blood flow of malignant tu
mors is increased to 230% of healthy tissue, whereas, (3) there 
is only a moderate increase in benign tumors (to 153%). Al
though. the power of the statistics of this study is not enough 
to conclusively claim differentiation, we note that these re
sults are in qualitative agreement with previous Doppler ultra
sound and PET results (210, 2 l 5~219] wherein ~ 470-550% 
increases in blood flow were reported in malignant tumors 
with smaller contrast in benign cases. In studies with larger 
populations. blood flow indices were used to differentiate up 
to nine different types of breast diseases [2101. 

These findings clearly demonstrate an ability to detect opti
cally robust changes in blood flow in palpable tumors. Further 
studies with more source-detector pairs are now being under
taken to analyze potential partial volume effects that may in
fluence our results. \Ve note that these palpable tumors are rel
atively superficial, and previous optical studies 220] have 
shown that source detector separations around 2.5 cm can 

rBF = BF / BF (baseline) 

- Cancer subject 
······ Healthy subject 
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Figure 14. Relative blood flow (rBF) scans from one patient with a malignant tumor and a healthy volunteer are shown for both horizontal 
and vertical scans. 



Table 2. Tabulation of relative blood flow 
(rBF) measured at the estimated tumor regions 
from all subjects grouped as healthy, benign, 
and with malignant disease. 

Group 

2 
2 

3 
3 
3 

Type 

healthy 
healthy 

benign 
benign 

malignant 
malignant 
malignant 

rBF (±std)(%) 

100.5 ± 13.4 
105 ± 86 

144 ± 21 
163 ± 26 

184± NA 
212 ± 98 
298 ± 51 

effectively probe them in a repeatable manner. Additionally, if 
we assume that the palpable region corresponds to roughly the 
same depth from the skin, the partial volume effects are further 
divided out by normalizing to the healthy tissue blood flow. In 
the future, we will acquire data with a hybrid instrument [52] 
to measure the oxygenation and total hemoglobin concentra
tion changes simultaneously and estimate the changes in oxy
gen metabolism of the tumors. The instruments are built on 
small clinical carts, and the study time is relatively short ( ~ 10 
minutes). Therefore, it is feasible to acquire data at each pa
tient visit and in the triage area. We anticipate these meth
ods may become clinical1y useful for therapy monitoring and 
dose-adjustment. 

4.4. Neoadjuvant Chemotherapy Monitoring 

Information about tumor response during therapy is useful for 
treatment optimization. Early assessment of therapy efficacy, 
for example, is important for certain therapies and may only 
be effective for some of these. Non-responders may be losing 
valuable time waiting for adequate responses. Studies by PET 
suggest that physiological changes due to cancer therapy may 
occur earlier than the anatomical changes detectable by other 
imaging modalities [221]. 

DOT is especially attractive for therapy monitoring be
cause it is noninvasive and inexpensive, and it lends itself 
to frequent monitoring (e.g., daily or hourly). Funhermore, 
DOT gives direct infonnation about physiological parameters 
such as THC and StO2 . Indeed, a reduction of tumor angio
genesis from neoadjuvant chemotherapy in combination with 
hormone therapy has been confirmed by pathologic analy
sis [222}. The monitoring capability of DOS/DOT has been 
demonstrated for some cancer therapies in animal models 
1223] and in in vivo head and neck cancer [70J. For the in 
vivo breast cancer case, the utility of DOT has been demon
strated with success for neoadjuvant chemotherapy 34. 
106]. Also, an interesting case of monitoring interstitial laser 
photocoagulation (treatment option for fibroadenoma) was re
ported [224}. In this section, we vvill describe neoadjuvant 

chemotherapy monitoring 
and DOT [34]. 

case studies from DOS [33] 

Neoadjuvant chemotherapy (i.e., pre-operative chemother
apy) is an important therapeutic approach for women with 
locally advanced breast cancer. If the patient responds to 
neoadjuvant chemotherapy, the size of the'j-1rimary tumor de
creases, facilitating better control through surgery .while po
tentially eradicating micro-metastatic disease [225]. Neoadju
vant chemotherapy enables a peraentage of patients to 
undergo breast conservation therapy without negatively im
pacting local recurrence rates or long-term outcome when 
compared with adjuvant chemotherapy [226]. Additionally, 
the neoadjuvant setting provides a means to monitor the ef
fectiveness of chemotherapy by observing its •effects on the 
primary tumor in vivo. 

Widely used clinical methods are, physical examina
tion, mammographic and ultrasonographic evaluations which 
sometimes have limited utility for assessing tl,tmor response 
due to chemotherapy-induced fibrosis [227-229]. MRI has 
proved useful for defining the extent of residual disease 
when compared with pathology [230, 231]. Also, dynamic 
contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance irriaging (DCE-MRJ) 
has demonstrated the ability to monitor tumor size and vas
cularity during neoadjuvant chemotherapy using gadolinium 
contrast agents [231-233]. The high cost of MRL however, 
make it impractical for daily monitoring. 

Jakubowski et al. [33} used a hand-held nonirwasive DOS 
instrument to monitor a post-menopausal woman undergo
ing neoadjuvant chemotherapy. The combination of measure
ments by a CW spectrophotometer and a frequency-domain 
instrument (based on network analyzer) enabled acquisition 
of broadband NIR absorption spectra as well as /la and J.l~ at 
discrete wavelengths (10 wavelengths in 660-973 nm range). 
The probe consists of fibers connected to a white-light source 
and spectrophotometer pair and a laser source and APD pair 
at source-detector separation of 26 mm. (APD is directly cou
pled to the probe.) 

Figure 15 summarizes results from a study of a 54-year-oJd 
post-menopausal Caucasian female with 2.4 x 2.5 x 2.2 cm 
high-grade intraductal carcinoma. The patient went through 
neoadjuvant chemotherapy spanning 68 and three 
doxorubicin-cyclophosphamide (AC) cycles. She was re
cruited for the DOS measurement prior to the chemotherapy, 
daily at days 3-7, and at days 21. 24, 26, 68. For each 
day, the patient was positioned supine at 30 elevation. 
DOS measurements were pe1formed at J7 locations across 
the tumor: two linear scans in medial-lateral direction and in 
cranial-caudal direction at 1 cm intervals. 

Prior to the treatment. DOS results showed tumor-to
nonnal tissue contrast, rTHC to be 2.4, rH2O (water frac
tion ratio) 6.9. rSt02 0.9 and rClipid (lipid fraction ratio) of 
0.7. After completion of treatment, rTHC of I rH2O of 2.1, 
rSt02 of I .4 and rC!ipid of 0.9 were found. Figure 15 shows 
the decrease of THC and water fraction with the progress of 
the treatment. A systemic drop in 'THC was obsen1cd in the 
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Figure 15. (a) Total hemoglobin concentration vs number of days since the first chemotherapy. THC maxima located over the tumor (dark 
circle), and control values from the abdomen (triangle) and normal part of breast (light square} are plotted. Although THC at the tumor site 
consistently fall, control values also decrease. (b) Water volume fraction vs number of days since the first chemotherapy. Water volume maxima 
located over the tumor and control values from the abdomen and breast are plotted. Water fraction in tumor falls rapidly, whereas control tissues 
maintain constant levels. Reprinted with permission from (33], D. B. Jakubowski et al., J. Biomed. Opt., 9:230 (2004). 2004. The Internal 
Society for Optical Llll}',u,,...,..,, in cooperation with the International Biomedical Optics 

abdomen and normal breast in addition to the tumor (Fig. 
l5(a)), although with a different rate. This decreasing trend 
correlated with the steady decrease of blood hematocrit lev
els during the treatment period. However, the water fraction 
of normal breast and abdomen did not change with treatment. 
From the figure, one can note that approximately half of the 
THC and water fraction changes occuffed within five days of 
treatment. 

The monitoring capability in DITT imaging was demon
strated by Choe et al. (34] and compared with DCE-MRI. For 
this study, the parallel-plate DITT instrument described in 
ure 8 was used. 

A 35-year-old pre-menopausal Caucasian female with 
5.3 x 2.2 x 2.7 cm size invasive ductal carcinoma under
went neoadjuvant chemotherapy. The therapy consisted of 
four AC cycles followed by four Taxotere cycles at three 
weeks intervals. DCE-MRI measurements· were, performed 
at the following time points: one week before chemotherapy 
(pre-chemotherapy); week 12 following completion of AC, 
but prior to initiation of Taxotere therapy, and week 23 fol
lowing the completion of Taxotere therapy, but prior to sur
gical tumor removal (mastectomy). DOT measurements were 
performed at lO, 14, and 19 weeks after the first AC cycle 
(corresponding to after fourth, fifth, and seventh chemother
apy respectively). 

Three-dimensional DOT images of THC, µ: at 786 nm and 
St02 were reconstructed. Reconstructed THC images after the 
fourth, fifth, and seventh chemotherapy are shown from top 
to bottom in Figure 16. In the THC images after the fourth 

chemotherapy cycle, a high THC region is found in slices near 
the source plane cm deep from surface) and near the up
per central part of the breast. After the fifth chemotherapy cy
cle, the tumor region is still identified by THC contrast near 
the source plane and in the upper central region. However, 
the contrasted region appears smaller than the corresponding 
region after the fourth chemotherapy cycle. The THC distri
bution after the seventh chemotherapy cycle is more homoge
neous throughout the slices compared to previous chemother
apy cycles. Within the original tumor margins, the high THC 
region shifts toward outside of the tumor, leaving a relatively 
low THC region occupying most of the tumor extent. The fluc
tuation of average THC correlated well with hematocrit levels. 
µ~ images (partially shown in Fig. 17) exhibits a similar trend, 
i.e., higherµ; values in the tumor region, and this with 
high µ~ shrinks over the course of treatment. However, St02 
images (partially shown in Fig. l 7) were relatively homoge
neous and do not show contrast in the tumor region not 
exceeding 2 x up), Note, however, the overall St02 value de
creased significantly after the fifth chemotherapy cycle and 
remained constant thereafter. 

In rows of Figure 17, image slices corresponding to the 
cancer center ( determined by maximum enhancement due to 
gadolinium uptake) are shown as MRI sagittal view, MRI 
axial view, DOT axial view of THC, St02, and µ; at 786 
nm. They are arranged with respect to the measurement time 
points as columns. MRI images projected in sagittal and ax
ial views are shown for the pre-chemotherapy point, after AC 
therapy (week 12) and after Taxotere therapy (week 23). The 
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Figure 16. Three-dimensional reconstructed total hemoglobin concentration Image slices from source to detection plane are presented 
at 1 cm intervals in caudal-cranial view, from left to right. DOT images corresponding to after fourth, fifth and seventh chemotherapy were 
arranged from top to bottom. Reprinted with permission from R. Choe et aL, ,i'vfed. Phys., 32: I 128 (2005). 2005, American Institute of 
Physics. 
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Figure 17. Representative image slices from MRI and DOT of the cancer. Dynamic contrast-enhanced MRI shows enhancement of gadolinium 
in the upper central quadrant of the breast at the pre-chemotherapy time point. The consistent shrinkage of the lesion is observed at after fourth 
chemotherapy and post-chemotherapy time points. Representative axial image slice of THC, St02 and at 786 nm images from DOT are 
presented at after fourth, fifth and seventh chemotherapy time points. The shrinkage of the cancer is clearly shown in THC and /1-~ images. 
There is a significant decrease of overall St02 level between after fourth and fifth time points. 



intensity of the DCE-MRI image is higher in the tumor due to 
increased tumor vascularity and gadolinium contrast uptake. 
Before chemotherapy, the tumor is clearly seen around 12 
o'clock to 1 o'clock (upper quadrant in sagittal view, near cen
ter in axial view). After completion of chemotherapy cycles, 
the size and intensity of the enl1ancing region decreased sig
nificantly. Upon completion of chemotherapy, MRI demon
strated an amorphous 5-6 cm non-enhancing soft tissue region 
with only a scattered punctate fom1 of enhancement Pathol
ogy analysis done at mastectomy revealed the presence of 
residual infiltrating ductal carcinoma of size l.5 x L5 x 0.7 
cm3 at about the l o'clock position with intermediate grade 
nuclei, along with dense fibrosis and inflammation consistent 
with tumor response to chemotherapy. 

In both MRI and DOT, the tumor was found in l 2 o'clock, 
many centimeters away from the nipple. Also, there is a gen
eral trend of decreasing tumor volume in MRI and DOT 
respectively. More interestingly, DOT can provide direct in
formation about relative THC between cancer and normal tis
sue (rTHC). Significant decreases of rTHC along with tu
mor shrinkage were observed after the fifth chemotherapy cy
cle, which is the first Taxotere chemotherapy. The rTHC af
ter fifth and seventh chemotherapy cycles are equivalent, but 
accompanied with significant tumor volume decrease, imply
ing tumor neovasculature regression with chemotherapy. The 
localized changes of these physiological parameters over time 
dearly demonstrate the dynamic imaging capability of the 
DOI method. The carcinoma cells in the post-chemotherapy 
stage were finely and diffusely dispersed in fibrous connec
tive tissue, which represented the bulk of the residual mass. 
This remaining viable tumor was detected by MRI as focal 
enhancements and by DOT as small, but positive, THC con
trast. 

From these two cases studies, it is demonstrated that the 
physiological parameters measurable by DOS/DOT have po
tential to monitor tumor response to the cancer therapy and, 
furthermore, to predict early therapeutic responses. Further 
studies with a statistically significant subject number would 
be necessary to assess the full capacity of DOS/DOT in mon
itoring breast cancer therapy. 

4.5. Co•registration with Other Modalities and 
Exogenous Contrast Agents 

Several groups have now begun incorporating optical tech
niques with other imaging modalities. This approach can 
potentially overcome the resolution limitation problem of 
DOT by using spatial information provided by other imaging 
modalities as inverse problem constraints. Also, this approach 
provides extra physiological information to the other imag
ing modalities. One of the earliest attempts to combine with 
other imaging modalities was conducted using an exogenous 
contrast agent. Ntziachristos et al. [26, combined time
domain DOT with MRI in a soft parallel-plate compressed 
breast geometry. Their most important contribution was the 

simultaneous direct verification of tumors by both techniques 
and the study of differential uptake of contrast agents in ma
lignant tumors. More groups have begun to incorporate en
dogenous DOT into the MRI environment to utilize the high 
spatial resolution information from JVIRI to constrain DOT for 
better quantification [ 171, 235. 236]. Also, many have started 
combining information provided by MRI (not taken concur
rently with DOT) to correlate with DOS/DOT results or to use 
as spatial constraints [34, 2371. 

Boas and co-workers [J l] have co-regi.stered DOT with 3D 
X-ray mammography in a hard compression instrument. Thus 
far, they have shown that a priori spatial information from a 
co-registered X-ray mammography can constrain DOT regu
larization in reconstruction of f-la at 780 nm. There are some 
concerns that hard compression may reduce the hemodynamic 
tumor signatures. Indeed, preliminary in i·ivo results showed 
much smaller tumor contrast compared to other groups [ 141 ]. 
However, this approach will be interesting in the future. 

There has also been research, combining ultrasound with 
optical methods, e.g., Holboke et al. [239], and Zhu et al. 
[32, 207. 238, 240]. The DOT problem in this case is made 
more difficult by the remission geometry and by poor defini
tion of breast boundaries compared to other instruments. Nev
ertheless, Zhu and co-workers have constructed 3D DOT to
tal hemoglobin concentration maps (assuming only absorption 
perturbation), identifying an in situ ductal carcinoma (N = l) 
[207]; and in other studies they have distinguished early-stage 
invasive carcinomas (N = 2) from benign lesions (N = 17) 
[32]. 

In a different vein, DOT can be conducted with injection 
of exogenous contrast agent. Currently, Indocyanine Green 
(ICG) is the only FDA-approved compound suitable for DOT, 
having an absorption and fluorescence spectra in the NIR win
dow. ICG was utilized to enhance absorption in case of DOI' 
[26, 234 ]. Intes et al. [241] examined the in vivo uptake dy
namics of ICG for three subjects and found somewhat dif
ferent behaviors between benign and malignant tumors. Ma
lignant cancers exhibited slower ICG washout rates than be
nign fibroadenoma, possibly due to leakiness of the blood 
vessels. 

Sevick-Muraca and co-workers have been working on flu
orescence DOT imaging using ICG [ 172, 242]. They have 
demonstrated that the ICG fluorescence signal is detectable 
in canine breast cancer by using plane-wave illumination in 
the frequency domain. In this case, back-reflected diffuse light 
was measured using an intensified CCD camera [242], thus 
attesting to the feasibility of the fluorescent contrast agent ap
proach. Recently, 3D DOT fluorescence imaging in realistic 
breast phantoms has been accomplished [ 172]; this may be 
important for future studies with contrast agents and optical 
techniques. 

These advances in diffuse optical tomography of the breast 
are critical for exploitation of the advances of molecular imag
ing [243-245], an emerging field of medicine with a promise 
of new generation optical contrast agents. 



5. SUMMARY 

The most effective clinical role for diffuse optical tomogra
phy (DOT) in the screening, diagnosis, and treatment moni
toring of breast cancer has yet to be determined. It is clear, 
however, that DOT provides exquisite functional information 
directly related to tumor patho-physiology ( e.g., metabolic ac
tivity, angiogenesis, and blood flow/concentration), and com
plementary to structural and functional information provided 
by conventional imaging. Furthennore, advances in diffuse 
optical tomography of the breast are critical for exploitation 
of the advances of molecular imaging [243-245], an emerging 
field of medicine with promise of a new generation of optical 
contrast agents. 
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